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The delicate sensitivities of Alan Mc-
clean were emphasized most convincingly
y Bricker, and the other extreme of the
•nan's personality was brought out equally
as vivid. Whether a mordant jackass or
a vapid pedagog, the character of Alan
McClean was a sedulous symbol, brought
to life convincingly by Bricker.
Prof. Mark Bailey's characterization of
Solomon Fitzmaurice was perhaps the
dramatic acme of the play. "Old Sol" has
been a crooked politician all of his life.
Soaked with tobacco and fusil oil, he has
lost his sense of propriety, honesty. and
virtue. He thinks there's something slimy
allot's an honest politician, and he has no
desire to consider himself slimy. Prof.
Bailey gave an excellent portrayal of a
scheming, deceiving demagog. He would
chuckle at the corrupt practices of gov-
ernment officials, and at times he would
assume a delightful innocence and distaste
for tmscruplous politicians, hut he invari-
av maintained a perpetual state of con-
, His dramatic expression was
ex, eptional. and this was adequately sup-
plemented by appropriate gestures and an
agreeable tendency to assume innocence
by squinting out of the corners of his
C.'
Another character who certainly de-
(Continued on Page Five)
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'BOTH YOUR HOUSES' Directors of Book Store Make Public
IS MASQUE SUCCESS;
TO BE STAGED AGAIN
Profs Bailey and Bricker
Give Impresfive
Performances
By Elston P. Ingalls
-
Both Your Houses,- by Maxwell An-
ders,n, was offered by the Maine Masque
iIi the Little Theatre last night as the
third play of the current dramatic season.
and was obviously well received by those
who attended. Another performance will
be given tonight.
Maxwell Anderson, though he is sel-
dom oirred. must have had his tradition-
al complacency slightly disturbed when he
witnessed a performance of his priceless
political satire "Both Your Houses." His
relentless attack on our own dear institu-
tion. the government, may not be a thing
of beauty or a joy forever, but it serves as
adequate stimulus for an occasional pass-
ing thought concerning our political rep-
resentatives.
Alan McClean, played admirably by
Herschel Bricker of the Public Speaking
department. as a Nevada representative
serving his first term in the House is
virtually in another Wonderland. Equally
as unsophisticated and childishly naive as
was Alice, he arrives in the national cap-
itol with all the mannerisms of a son of
a wild jackass. He is inherently honest
and pitifully innocent. Perhaps he is
Ah.11y unconscious of the consternation
causes among the nation's parasites,
hut he might aptly he labeled a wolf in
sheep's clothing. A reticent representa-
tive is so unusual that when one occasion-
ally appears he is a noticeable curiosity.
This is the case of McClean. He conde-
scrnds to discuss banal topics like "good
morning" and "nice weather," but as for
committing himself to governmental af-
fairs—he waits for an opportunity like
a dose and springs on his opponents with BY PALE BLUE KEY PLACEMENT SERVIC
Everyone Goes Just
A Little Insane
At Psychological Fair
ut one hundred people went milslly
^ at the Psychological Fair held
- !ay evening in the Community House
• .no under the auspices of Sigma 
MuounStudents (lashed arc to the
booths with a mad light gleaming
'1 !neir eyes as they gradually realized
'ilat besides being color-blind, absolutely
minus personality and emotion, they had
no control over their hands, could not in-
terpret sounds nor draw a straight line.
Little bells ringing, lights flashing almost
crintinuously sounded and looked like the
knell of doom to those innocents trying
vainly to poke a peg into a hole or attempt-
ing to tap twice in the same place.
Fr those morbidly inclined, an exhi-
'. n of brains—skeleton's not mental--
`,‘• spread all over a table in a corner.
and most of the visitors ended up inspect-
'ne them, marvelling that somebody at
',wile time had had any brains.
. The silver rabbits decorating the food
c. ill attracted everybody eventually, and
'''simo pies and home-made candy dis-
.4'"i rapidly.
• Brush had charge of the affair with
rocket?. Lillian Wall. Mal McCor-
• arid Mildred Haney as his assistants.
Pick Two Representatives
From Each Varsity
Sport
The Pale Blue Key of the University of
Maine, formerly the Track Club, elected
ten members of the present junior class as
honorary members at a meeting held yes-
terday noon. Two members of the class
were elected from each sport, the men
selected picked for their excellence in
that particular sport. The men elected
are: Football M. Milton MacBride and
Samuel H. Reese; baseball: Winston
Hoyt and Russell A. Walton; cross coun-
try : Kenneth D. Black and Ernest Black;
track : Clayton 0. Totman and William
B. Cole; and winter sports: Darrell Badg-
er and Samuel Favor.
Donald Huff, outstanding sophomore
track man, was elected president of the
Pale Blue Key for the coming year at
the same meeting. Robert Wishart was
elected vice-president. Richard Barstow,
treasurer, and Carl A. Briggs was elect-
ed secretars..
PEGGY DODGE CHAIRMAN
OF HOME EC STAG DANCE
Kyer's orchestra has been selected
by the Home Economics Club to play at
their stag dance to be held in Alumni
gym tomorrow ( Friday I night. Peggy
Dodge is chairman of the committee in
charge of the affair this year.
Chaperons for the dance will include
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman and Prof. and Mrs.
John Stewart.
Financial Statement of Company
The L. its ersits store t_ompany
March 9. 1934
To the Members of the Faculty and Students of the University •
At the annual meeting of the Alumni Council of the General Alumni Associx•
held each year on the campus, it is customary to present the annual report of the
cers of the University Store Company.
Since the Store Company was organized and financed by University alumni, it
is natural that at this meeting questions of finance, policy, and other matters of inter-
est should be presented and discussed. Earning statements, operating accounts, and
balance sheets are here presented in detail, and the information they contain is avail-
able to anyone who is interested.
However, the present Board of Directors of the Store Company. realizing that we
are passing through a period of doubt and uncertainty, and that conditions have made
us all extremely sensitive to financial outlay, and acutely conscious of the manner in
which business interests are conducted, and realizing that many of the faculty members
and present student body would ordinarily not be in attendance at this meeting, wish
to present to the Faculty and Student Body of the University a full and complete state-
ment of the Store's financial condition, as well as a summarized statement of expenses
and profits since the organization of the company.
While the directors of the Store have no control over the distribution of such
profit as is made, it has always been the policy of the directors, as the earning state-
ments will bear out, to render a maximum service with a minimum of profit.
Individuals have frequently expressed the opinion that the store should show a
greater profit. The present board of directors are convinced that this is entirely pos-
sible, but not consistent with making the store in essence a cooperative institution.
Expensive items involving a large investment are sold at a narrow margin of profit,
and a serious effort is made to accommodate the entire University community.
The directors of the Store Corporation realize that the opportunities for the Com-
pany to serve the community may be further developed. Likewise they are conscious
of the fact that there is a widespread misunderstanding of the problems involved in
the operation of the store. To this end the directors most earnestly request sugges-
tions and criticisms presented with a view toward assisting in the constructive devel-
opment of a University institution and cordially invite requests for such information
concerning the policies and operation of the store as will be of interest or assistance
to members of the University community.
Very truly,
D. E. Favor
C. E. Crossland
R. N. Haskell
M. D. Jones
J. H. Magee, President
DIRECTORS .
No. 20
NINE STUDENTS AND THREE RECORDS TOPPLE
TWO ALUMNI CHOSEN AS MAINE TRACK TEAM
BY PHI BETA KAPPA TRIMS BOSTON COLLEGE
Outstanding 
ienghIZed It and PROGRAM PLANNED
For Honor
Seven seniors, two juniors. and • 
two members of the class of 1919
were named today to membership in
Phi Beta Kappa, national honorary tary Situation and Its Effect
fraternity.
The members of the senior class
pledged were Rita E. Lana°.
Springfield. Mass.. Abraham Stern,
Bangor, Eva M. Bisbee, Portland.
William L. Thompson. Portland,
Dimothy E. Romero. Bangor, Aiwa:-
hain E. Rosen, Bangor. and Ruth
E. Lord. East Lebanon.
Juniors upon whom the honor was
conferred are Ruth C. Harding.
Stockton Springs. and Norman M.
Jackson. Rumford.
Two priiminent Universit) of
Maine alumni were also pledged.
Vernon II. Wallingford, Director of
( /rganic Research, Mallinckrodt
Chemical Works. at Ferguson, Mis-
souri. and Marjorie E. Gooch, a
statistician at the School of Ilygiene,
at Johns Hopkins.
COLBY WITHDRAWS
FROM STATE MEET
Enters Eastern Intercolleg-
(Continued on Page Two) iate League. Only
3 Teams Left
TEN JUNIORS PICKED ALUMNI CONSIDER I. College this week withdrewfrom competition in the annual state
E intercollegiate track meet, accord-ing to a statement made by C. Ilarry
Alumni-Faculty Committee
Appointed by Dean
A. L. Deering
Resulting from action taken by the
Alumni Council of the General Alumni
Association at its last meeting, an alumni-
faculty committee has been appointed to
study the question of the establishment of
an organized Placement Service at the
University. A meeting of the alumni
members of this committee is being held
in New York today (Thursday, March
15) which Alumni Secretary C. E. Cross-
land is attending.
The Alumni Committee composed of
five members, was appointed by Arthur
L. Deering '12, President of the General
Alumni Association. Edmund J. Demp-
sey '17, Works Manager. Calco Chemical
Company, Bound Brook. N. J., is chair-
man. Dr. Allen Rogers '97, Head of the
Chemical Engineering Department. Pratt
Institute. Brooklyn, N. Y.; George K.
Huntington '05. Treasurer, Western
Union Telegraph Company, New York
City; Ernest T. Walker 'II. President
Walker-Turner Company. Plainfield, N.
J.: and George V. Packard '31. Assistant
Personnel Officer, W. T. (;rant Company,
constitute the committee.
President Boardman appointed as fac-
ulty members of the committee--Deans
Cloke, Muilenburg. Lutes, and Deering,
who have already had a meeting. The
work of the two units is to be coordinated
by conference and Alumni Secretary
Crossland will act as liaison officer be-
(Continued on Page Five)
I Edwards, athletic director of the
Waterville institution, and will par-
ticipate in the Eastern Intercollegi-
ate League meet. The reason given
for the withdrawal of Colby front
the state meet was lack of man pow-
er. and the fact that Colby has not
been able to place higher than fourth
place in the meet for several years.
Athletic officials at Colby were of
the opinion that with the powerful
teams of Maine, Bowdoin. and
Bates there will be sufficient oimpe-
tition on the state meet this year.
The Eastern Intercollegiate League. in
which Colby will take part this year, has
for its other regular members the Uni-
versity of Vermont, Middlebury College.
Norwich University. Rhode Island State
College. and Massachusetts State College,
and colleges listed which are eligible for
participation in this league and which has e
taken part in its track meets in the past
include Amherst. Wesleyan, and Williams,
the I.ittle Three.
Colby's leaving the state track mete
to be held this year at Brunswick, will
give the other track coaches of the state
a different situation on which to plan.
and will cause the track dopesters of the
state to figure out a different schedule of
points.
The Varsity rifle teani W2S defeated
last week hy Michigan State College and
Mississippi Agri( ultural College in a
three cornered match.
Losing by a small margin, the Maine
team scored 3524 points, while Michigan
and Mississippi totaled 3655 and 3543
respectively.
Mrs. Carl Otto Took Part in Discovering 2 Elements
A set of the Allison magneto-optic ap-
paratus has recently been constructed at
the Technology. Experiment Station of the
University of Maine. The work is being
carried on here by Dr and Mrs. Carl Otto
and opportunity is being given a limited
number of students to gain familiarity and
skill in its operation.
This apparatus is a recent development
of Dr. Fred Allison, head of the Physics
Department of Alabama Polytechnic Insti-
tute and bids fair to rival the spectro-
scope in importance and usefulness. Its
sensitivity is far greater than any other
known instrument as it is able to detect
about four parts of any compound in a
trillion parts of water, and to do this re-
gardless of what other substances may be
present. Because of this extreme sensi-
tivity. Dr. Allison wa% able to discover the
last two elements, Virginitmi (first found
in ores from Maine and Alabamine which
had eluded other investigators.
Mrs. Otto (nee Edna R. Bishop), who
was at the Alabama Experiment Station
for the last three years before coming to
Orono. worked with Dr. Allison on these
elements and several other problems. She
also developed quantitative methods with
the apparatus which offer many applica-
tions as in biological chemistry and the
study of rare minerals where mixtures are
too complex or amounts too small to yield
to other methods of analysis. Investiga-
tions were also made of radio-active ele-
ments in which many new isotopes were
discovered This in turn led Mrs. Otto
to formulate an extended theory of radio-
activity. containing four instead of three
families and including the newly discov-
ered Virginium and Alabamine in the
radio-active scheme.
It is planned both to continue and ex-
tend the work started at Alabama and
to start new fields of investigation with
this versatile apparatus.
The apparatus employs a high voltage
electric current across a magnesium arc,
which both furnishes electric waves in
a long wire trolley system and monochro-
matic light for the optical system. This
light is polarized by a nicol prism and
when passed thrii carbon disulfide, a ref-
erence liquid, and a water solution of the
material being studied, each in a helix
connected with the trolley system. The
light is then viewed thru another nicol
and at certain trolley settings, character-
istic of the compound in the cell, a de-
crease or minimum of light intensity is
seen.
Only a few sets of this apparatus are in
operation at present. These have yielded
many interesting results but there remain
almost unlimited opportunities both for
the development of applications and the
study of the theory involved.
On Agriculture
Fifteen organizations, associations or
agencies are represented in the 28th an-
nual Farm and Home Week program to
be held at Orono. Mardi 26-29, it is re-
vealed in the printed program just re-
leased by the College of Agriculture.
The Maine Veterinary Medical Associ-
ation will hold its first meeting in connec-
tion with Farm and Home AVeek. Other
associations and institutions are as fol-
lows,: Maine State Grange, Maine Farm
Bureau Federation. Maine County Farm
Bureaus, Maine State Department of
Agriculture. Maim. State Child Health
Cm ttttt cil. Bangor Theological Seminary,
Better Homes in America Association,
Maine Agricultural Experiment Station.
Maine Canners' Association, Maine Fed-
eration of Agricultural Associations,
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs,
Maine Livestock Breeders' Association.
Maine Pomological Society, Maine Seed
I mprovement Association, Maine State
Poultry Improvement Associations
Speaking about the Farm and Home
Week program, Dean Arthur L. Deering,
says that problems of the community are
discussed as well as the problems of the
farm and home. Taxation, farm credit
facilities. monetary policies are pointed
out as subjects receiving special emphasis
this year.
Maurice C. Bond, a disciple of Presi-
dent Roosevelt's most trusted monetary
adviser. Dr. George F. Warren, will dis-
cuss the monetary situation as it affects
farm prices and how to adjust agriculture
to meet present emmomic conditions. E.
E. Chase, president of the Maine Securi-
ties Company, Portland, will speak on the
subject entitled, "Salve or Salvo," a study
of political methods. C. G. Garman of
the Farm Credit Administrati(m. Wash-
ington. and E. H. Th(imson, president of
the Federal Land Bank, Springfield.
Mass., will speak on matters relating to
farm credit. James C. Farmer, lecturer
of the National Grange, South Newbury.
New Hampshire, will speak on "The
Grange and Farm Problems." Wednes-
day, March 28. 4:15 p.m.
U. OF M. DEBATE TEAM TO
BEGIN TOUR ON MARCH 21
Maine Representatives Will Com-
pete in Ten Intercollegiate
Debates, Begin With B. U.
in Boston
Three members of the University of
Maine men's debating team will leave the
campus March 21 on an extended tour iii
which they will engage in intercollegi-
ate debates.
The schedule of the debates is as
lows :
Mardi 21
Mardi 22
Mardi 23
March
March
FOR FARMERS' WEEK
Don 
Break
ic Favor, KeneirBlack
and
600 Yd. Marks
. With I Favor leading thc ss.o. the
M. C. Bond To Discus Mone-r University of Maine track team overcame
Ole Boston College Eagles 80V,i to 45
At the Indoor Field last Saturday evening
III a Meer Which saw two records broken
and time tied. Favor broke his own record
in the 35 pound weight throw by heaving
the weight 53 feet 3 3-4 inches, almost two
feet better than his former record. Be-
sides taking the weight event. Favor gath-
ered a first in the discus and another in
the ixile atilt to contribute 15 points to
the Maine victory.
Ken Black, one of Maine's leading track-
sters, broke the tape in the WO yard run
in the record time of I minute and 13 sec-
onds, one svccind faster than the birmer
incl(xir field record. Black was trailing
Dana Smith of Ilciston College until the
final half lap, but Black put on a finish-
ing spurt that was too much for the Eagle
runner, and he finished four strides ahead
of Smith.
McManus, of Boston College, one of
the leading sprinters in New England,
won close victories in both the 75 and 300
yard clashes. Due to an error in measure-
ment the 70 yard dash was found to be
actually 75 yards in length. The 300 yard
dash was run against time and due to the
fact that Maine's men Were effectively
boxed at the first turn in both heats, B. C.
gathered first and second places and a tie
for third.
Maine scored in every event, making a
clean sweep of the 10110 yard run, the dis-
cus, and the hammer throw. Maurice
Goddard tied the record in the 45 yard
high hurdles. finishing in six seconds flat
with two It .C. men close on his heels.
Approximately one thousand people saw
Maine close its indoor season with ami.
overwhelming victory.
The summary :
75 yard dash--Won by McManus, It. C.;
second. Goddard, Maine; third. Joyce,
B. C. Time, 8 seconds.
I mile run—Won by E. Black, Maine;
second, Powers. 11. C.; third, Downey,
B. C. Time, 4 minutes, 28 seconds.
615) yard rtm--Won by K. Black,
Maine; second, Smith, It. C.; third,
.,frl,;(),nisuglilin, B. C. Time, I minute, 13ec
Javelin—Won by Robert., Maine: sec-
ond, Avery, B. C.; third, Tot man, MaMe.
Distance, 170 ft., 3 inches.
Discus--Won Icy Favor, Maine; sec-
ond, Rogers, Maine; third, Sidelinger,
Maine. Distance, 129 ft., 2,/, inches.
High junip- -Tie between Stevens.
Maine, and Ireland. Maine; third, Cl111-
• nes,. it. C. Height, 5 ft. 8 7-8 inches.
43 yard high hurdles—Won by Goddard,
Maine; semi:id, Holland, B. C.; third,
Giulia, It. C. Time. 6 secs.
35 lb. weight- Won by Favor, Maine;
second, Rogers, Maine; third, Frame,
Maine. Distance, 53 It.. 3-4 inch.
Shut put—Won by Zaitz, B. C.; se,'"
"MI Rogers, Maine; third, Coning. B. C.
Distance, 43 ft. 10 inches.
Two mile run -Tic between Cole and
, Saunders, both Maine; third, De I.ear,
Ii ml 
-• B. C. Time, 10 minutes. 20 3-5 seciinds.
1,(100 yard run—Won by Marsh, Maine;
Boston University at Boston second, E. Black, Maine; third, K. Black.
(lark University at Worcester Maine. Time. 2 minutes, 21)2-5 seconds.
Rhode Island State College at Pole vault - Won 'my Favor, Maine:
Kingston sert.nd, tie between Ireland. Maine, and
24 Connecticut State College at Holland. ii. C. Height. II feet.
Storrs 300 yard run- -Won by McManus, B.
26 Rutgers at New Brunswick, C.; second, Parks. B. C. third, tie be-
New Jersey tweet] Joyce, it. C., and I luff. Maine.
University of Pennsylvania at Time, 33 seconds.
Philadelphia Broad jump Won by Hayes, it. C.;
28 Intercollegiate forum, New second, Gaff toy, Maine; third. Hollaml,
York University, City Col- 11 llistan. is 21 Peet. 5 I Ii inch.
lege of New York, Rutgers.
at New York • NOTICE
IYork 
UPPERCLASS COLLEGE OFntcrnational College at Ness 
TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS
Nfiddlehury College at Middle-
bury All candidates for the three Hovey
2 University of Vermont at }Sur- Memorial Scholarships of fifty dollars
lington each, whit h are to be awarded this spring,
should see Mrs. Creamer at my officethree topics which the Maine (le-
without fail during this week (the week
of March 12).
March 27
March
March 30
March 31
April
The
haters will discus. are "Resolved, That
the powers of the president should be sub-
stantially increased as a settled policy";
"Resolved. That the essential features of
the British system of radio control should
be adopted in the United States"; "Re-
solved, That the powers of the president
granted under the NRA should he adopte4!
as a permanent policy
NOTICE
There will be no issue of the Cam-
pus next week.
:Applicants must be members of the
sophoinore, junior, or senior class in the
College of Technology.
Applicants must be on the Dean's I.ist
at the present time.
These s(holarships are awarded on the
twais of need, personality. and attainment.
Paul Clolce, Dean
Helen Blake '35 who has been confined
to her room with illness is now able to
attend classes again.
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If the Cap Fib, Wear It
The Board of Directors of the Univer-
sity Store Company has broken the ice.
This group of men has realized that opin-
ions are formed upon information, and
that partial or incorrect facts lead to in-
correct opinions. As a result they have
presented to the faculty and students of
the University of Maine complete in-
formation, published elsewhere in this is-
sue, of the liminess of the University
Store Company.
These men deserve credit for their act,
in that they have provided an example.
They have done away with the reticence
so typical at Maine when questions of
figures and facts and their presentation
to the faculty and students have been con-
cerned. It isn't merely that the Univer-
sity community has a right to know these
facts, it is that the organization present-
ing the facts is protecting itself from
unfair criticism by presenting the facts
as they really are, rather than adhering
closely to the old principle of secrecy that
has been prevalent at Maine.
Perhaps it might be well to have the
treasurers of each class at the University
present similar reports.
Prep School Sporters
Particularly noticeable at the basket-
ball tournament last week-end was the
ever increasing practice of sporting prep
school athletic insignia by Maine students.
a practice which should be discouraged.
There are, of course, two sides to this
as to any question. There is the man who
wears his prep school insignia innocently,
perhaps because his only sweater is the
one on which his prep school letter ap-
pears. Then there is the man who throws
on his prep school sweater with no thought
whatsoever if the fact that it is a letter
sweater.
But there are some cases wherein men
are sporting their prep school letters.
Naturally everyone on this campus has a
right to wear exactly what he pleases and
wear it when he pleases, but most of us
don't go to formals in corduroys. The
reason we don't is that it just isn't sanc-
tioned.
There is plenty of reason why the sport-
ing of prep school letters should not be
sanctioned. There is a freshman rule at
Maine forbidding freshmen to wear prep
school insignia. The purpose of that rule
is not to instill a spirit of insignificance in
the freshmen, but rather to make them
realize that people at Maine don't care
what they did in prep or high school.
People at Maine will judge them by what
they show that they can do here.
Upperclassmen, if they have not earned
the right to wear an "M" sweater, should
prefer to wear a plain one rather than
hear the stigma of wearing prep school
insignia here.
CHURCH NOTICE
Saint John's Universalist Church
Sunday, March 18
Directors of Book Store Make Public Financial Statement of Company
,Lostiiiiied from Page Oise)
WHO OWNS THE STORE
The Store is a unique organization.
Theoretically the ownership of the store
is in the names of the (11) stockholders,
actually they have not one cent invested
in the corporation. All the stock except
11 shares of common has been retired.
Moreover. the (II) shares are made out
in blank and held by the treasurer.
The Store was organized in its present
form in 1911 by a group of alumni who
purchased stock to start it. A few years
ago, the method of electing stockholders
was changed by common agreement of
all parties concerned so that today four
stockholders are appointed by the Presi-
dent of the University; four by the Alumni
Council and three are the students who
are officers of the Athletic Association.
From this number, five directors are
elected. This group virtually frames the
policies of the Store. All stockholders
and directors serve without remuneration
either in the form of a salary or in divi-
(lends. Dividends have not been paid on
common stock for many years.
PURPOSE OF THE STORE
The purpose of the store as agreed
upon at the time of its organization and
restated recently in its records is for the
benefit of athletics at the University. Be-
sides rent, the Store has paid $1500 an-
nually to the University to be used for
athletics for a number of years. There
can be no question as to the purposes for
which income may be used. That was de-
cided when the Store was organized and
there has been no deviation from it.
It would be a pleasure for the manager
of the Store, Mr. Harold Bruce, or any
of the directors to furnish further informa-
tion or to discuss with you these or other
matters pertaining to the store. We are
anxious to have it render the very best
service possible and shall appreciate your
interest and suggestions.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF UNIVERSITY STORE COMPANY
Fiscal year ended June 30, 1933
Assets
Merchandise Inventory
Furniture and Fixtures
Accounts Receivable
Investments (scheduled)
Cash on Hand and in Bank
1933
19,977.67
2,781.28
2,936.45
17,463.46
5,206.78
Liabilities
Capital Stock 55.00
Working Capital 30,000.00
Surplus 18,310.64
Schedule I
U. of M. Grandstand Co. note
Savings Account
Bangor Savings Bank
Merrill Trust Co.
Prudence Bonds 5Yas 1939 par 3,000.00
Maine Real Estate Title 5'as 1935 par 1,000.00
Mortgage Bond of N.Y. 51/4s 1936 par 1,000.00
Mortgage Bond of N.Y. 5s 1937 par 1,000.00
S. Carolina Power 5s 1937 par 1,000.00
Ill. Commercial Tel. 5s 1960 par 1,000.00
4th Liberty Loan 4r4s 2,000.00 registered
Merrill Trust Co. 5% Preferred stock
Surplus Account:
June 30, 1932
Profit for year
Less appropriation to Athletic Association
Working Capital
Surplus
1932
20,702.62
3,440.71
1,562.59
21,106.11
48,365.64 1,947.85 48,759.88
55.00
30,000.00
48,365.64 18,704.88 48,759.88
2,700.00
1,500.00
2,323.46
3,000.00
1,003.00
1,005.00
1,000.00
965.00
970.00
2,000.00
1,000.00
17,463.46
48,704.88
1,105.76
49,810.64
1,500.00
48,310.64
30,000.00
18310.64
Statement of Income and Expenses
Income:
Goods on hand at close of preceding year
Purchases
Goods on hand at end of year
Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Discount on Purchases
Expenses:
Operating expenses, including salaries of Manager,
Treasurer, Cashier, Clerks; Rent; Insurance;
Taxes ; Freight & Express; Advertising ; Light ;
Repair,; Depreciation; etc.
Income from Sales
Interest from invested funds
Operating Profit
Total
Year Sales
11-12
12-13
13-14
14-15
15-16
'16-17
17-18
18-19
19-20
, 20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24At Saint John's Universalist Church
there will be morning worship at 10?.to 24-25
with Rev. T. W. tiorsfield speaking on 25-21'
"Appearance and Reality." Mrs. Carrie 26-27
Newman. soloist, and Miss Belle Virgic 27--*4
at the organ. 28-29
29-30
30-31
31-32
32-33
Fellowship Church
Sunday, March 18
Worship at 10.30 ant. The tIlitltstt
Chas. M. Sharpe. will preach
theme: "The Inflexible Christ," or "The
Captain of Our Salvation" Soloist
Mr. William J. Cupp. Baritone.
Young People's Club at 630 at The
Manse. This will be free for all stunt
evening. Everybody invited to what will
be an evening of real entertainment if not
of educational profit.
On 01,
20,702.62
45,065.80
65,768.42
19,904.52
45,863.90
57,235.62
45,863.90
11.371.72
15,326.07
63.852.68
79,178.75
20,702.62
58,476.13
73,466.26
58,476.13
14,980.13
420.71 642.96
11,792.43
11,813.21
20.78-
1,126.54
1,105.76
15,633.09
11789.87
1,843.22
1.068.89
2,912.11
Comparative Figures
Gross Expenditures 1 ieduct ions Profit
Income From Income Surplus From Income & Loss
10.921.38 3,708.28
22,679.63 4,788.27
28,518.35 5.567.51
30.019.75 6.(136.70
35,855.01 7,779.97
39,754.53 6.854.92
32,095.39 6,572.66
40,909.15 10.56121
54,990.94 9.376.90
65,769.67 15.838.62
64.90193 14,133.51
66.290.39 15,012.56
60,828.69 16,336.56
60,558.00 14,687.02
66,469.31 12.2$3.76
66,023.44 15,068.45
67,703.80 12.527.62
70,699.53 17.000.93
72.413.25 16,743.22
75,573.16 16,117.15
73,466.26 16,701.98
57235.62 12,918.97
2,011.69
1.923.72
2,752.08
3,196.68
4.310.50
4.406.30
4,003.64
5.166.13
8,082.19
8,570.82
11.740.15
10.892.81
10.281.36
10,909.99
12,233.12
10,298.20
11.530.42
11.966.10
13,596.35
13,316.00
13.789.87
11,813.21
1,694.59
2,864.55
2,815.43
3,440.02
3.469.41
2,388.62
2.569.02
5,395.08
1.294.71
7.267.80
2,393.36
4,119.75
6.055.20
3.777.03
50.64
4,770.19
997.20
5,034.63
3.146.87
2,771.15
2.912.11
1,105.76
58.50
58.25
82.25
678.75
1,553.25
51.75
38.00
3.220.00
1,608.00
125.00
1,820.82
174.64
301.45
4,497.12
1,850.86
1,771.41
1,758.13
1.82538
1,775.63
1,500.00
1,644.40
1,500.00
1,636.09
2,806.30
2,733.18
2,761.27
1,916.16
2.336.87
2,521.02
2,175.08
313.29-
7,142.80
572.54
3,945.11
5.753.75
720.09-
1,800.22-
2,998.78
760.93-
3,209.45
1.371.24
1.271.15
1,267.51
394.24-
- t minus sign) indicates loss.
Saint James Episcopal Church Holy Communion 2.00 am
t (Titer of Main and Center St.,
Old Town
Ven. John dell Saunder‘on, Ph.D., Rector
Services each Sunday as follows :
Morning Prayer and Sermon. 2nd
and 4th Sundays  10.30 a m
Holy Communion and Sermon  1st
and 3rd Sundays 
Litany and Sermon. 5th Sunday 10 0) am.  
N.B. Street car passes door of Church.
CORRESPONDENCE the MAI NITS. correspondence columns al The Campus
ar• open to the public on pertinent sub1ects,
sod letters are welcomed. All tetters should
be stgoei with the author's real name. but •
yen 11/11:11C Will be used in publication of the
sun it 11 desired. Ins ideas stated in these
ceenains are not necessarily those at Toe Cam
SOS and should not be MI constderod. The adz
ter fileer•e6 the right to withhold any letter
net • part of any letter)
WHY THE LIBE HAS NOISE
To the Editor of the Campus:
The editorial in last week's Campus
calling attention to -Noisiness" in the
library brings up a matter that has been
bothering the librarian for years. It is
not quite fair to place full blame upon
the students using the library. A whole
catalogue of sounds join together to pro-
duce the general cacophony.
Properly classified the noise is divided
into two categories: that which is prevent-
able; that which is not. The preventable .
noise may be further subdivided into ani-
mate and inanimate disturbance. A low
hum of conversation punctured by occa-
sional outbursts of enthusiastic talk called
"Telling the World;" stertorian outbursts
from members of faculty and student body
whose enthusiasm is exceeded by their
consideration for others; squeals, shrieks,
whistles, catcalls, and just talk from class-
es assembling, assembled, or dismissed;
all these are to a degree preventable.
There are some features of the building
too that could be remedied to reduce noise.
The squeaky chairs were mentioned in
the editorial last week. More important
probably are the squeaky wooden stairs
which in addition are becoming unsafe,
the metal stack stairs which have added III
to the noise for years and are likewise a
hazard. The elimination of some of these
items of noise is promised as soon as funds
will permit.
The above mentioned causes of noise
in the library can and should be remedied
as soon as possible. However, in all
fairness it cannot be said that we who
use the building are altogether at fault.
The low ceilings in the reading room,
the crowded condition of all rooms, the
1905 version of ventilating ducts, the open
work construction with the dome as a
sounding board, all contribute to carry
sounds and even magnify them. The li-
brary may have been quiet before the
days of Reserved Book Reading, in the
good old days when the student body
numbered 500; but with the increased
"traffic" its noisy qualities come to the
fore. This increased use may be illus-
trated by the circulation of books outside
the building during the month of January
for the last ten years.
1924 1,563 1930 2736
1925 1,431 1931 2,672
1924 1,858 1932 3,420
1927 1,897 1933 4,027
1928 1,947 1934 4,771
1929 1,985
1 have cited the various noise factors in
the library not to minimize the serious-
ness of the situation, but merely to show
that it is not entirely controllable. I be-
lieve that much of the noise can be elim-
inated; and bespeak the cooperation of the
users of the building, both faculty and
students, to that end.
Louis T. Ibbcdson,
Librarian
SOPHOMORE ANSWERED
Dear Editor.
Being of an extremely generous nature
(this I attribute to my good fortune of
being a member of the female sex), I wish
to compliment "A Sophomore who is
proud to serve his country" upon his self-
ish nature which is truly unselfish from
my personal point of view, on the question
of female R.O.T.C.
You, my dear Sophomore who are proud
to serve your country-arc you acquainted
with many women? (Please pardon any
questions which appear personal!) If so.
can't you see what critical hazards you
are inflicting upon yourself and your male
brotherhood? Are not females free enough
in warfare and firearms at present without
instituting battalion units over our fair
country?
Let us follow through what this would
mean to civilization: more murders, more
court trials, more widows, more husbands.
more murders, more court trials, more
widows--and less and less men. Please!
Can't you see what would become of your
population?
As far as loyalty and service to our
country, state, or college goes, we want
to pay all the respects possible. How-
ever. I (being a female of the more con-
trolled nature) wish to warn you of some
vital facts before you definitely consider
making a female battalion unit on this cam-
pus or elsewhere.
In the case of firearms, rolling pins
would he much more familiar to our sex,
and much safer for yours. As for the
chemistry end of it, don't trust a woman-
she'll use ground glass every time! But
I suppose this is better than a bomb, be-
cause at least there will be something left
to bury. In reftrence to the preparation
of food I'm sorely afraid 1 can't warn you
here, but give her a try and she'll kill you
anyway. Don't let her mend your gar-
ments or bodies either. You should know
that women are fickle, and heaven only
! can tell how she would sew you up. WI,
,1 she might decide you'd look better wal's
I ing on your hands, and attach the low ,
appendages to your shoulders! As t
the use of pick and shovel she doesn't nerd
_.1101"
til
(4-
 5NGDPUS
ftUN AWAY, those of you in the freshman and sip!: ontore classes who aresuperstitious for the freshman banquet ( if any and the sophomore hop
are to be held this year on Friday the thirteenth of might
be a bad practice for any one to carry out the idea of hanging a pin on that
occasion.... And girls will have to be careful that they don't break the mir-
rors in their vanity cases... .Smokers will have to be well supplied with
matches, lest it become necessary to light three cigarettes on one of them....
And all doors will have to be watched so that no black cats sneak in and run
across the floor in front of the dancers... At might prove disastrous also to
have thirteen men playing in the orchestra....One freshman is reported to
have opinionated that the old adage should be changed to "Temperance foga-
....Ben Caswell, who once said that there was nothing that he could not teach
a woman, has proved his statement, or so it would seem, for a despatch that
reached here this week claims that Ben has parted company with his Beta
Theta Pi badge, and that Mabel Robinson is the lucky woman....Fortunately
the snow has not yet left the ground sufficiently for us to attend classes or
even walk around the campus barefooted, for if it had, and some of us did so,
some of the rest of us would discover that sonic of us in our idle moments
have painted our toe-nails red... .It's so becoming on the bathing beach....
Uncle Mercier seems to have troubles on his mind lately,.. .Could it be that
there is romance in the air....This week-end is bound to be a busy one with
a Home Ec stag dance on Friday night, and the state championship basket-
ball game on Saturday afternoon, and then to top it off the freshman dorm
dance on Saturday night Not to mention the fact that classes will be held
on Monday and mid-semesters are in order and studying, at least to some
extent, is getting to be something of a habit....And Kitta Davis is boasting
of her powers of distracting the attention of couples from each other....
Hal Woodbury is said to be planning a very pleasant vacation. It seems that
there is also a woman in this case.. ,.Whoever he was, the guy that wrote
the article about spring being here in last week's sheet, was apparently read-
ing his stars wrong....Fortunately there were no machine guns present
when Monson's band, organized, so they say, over sixty years ago and with
some of its charter members still playing in it, or the band might have been
eliminated earlier than the team....Enough is enough, and in this case was
almost too much.
FLORIDA DEBATE TEAM
SPEAKS HERE MARCH 21
A University of Maine debating team,
composed of A. Hamilton Boothby and
Roger Hefler, will meet the University
of Florida next Wednesday evening in the
"Little Theatre" in Alumni Hall.
Maine will uphold the negative of the
proposition "Resolved, That the powers
of the President of the United States
should be substantially increased as a set-
tled policy."
This is the first intercollegiate debate
to be held on the campus this year.
Manley Sproul '37 has returned to the
campus after an appendicitis operation in
Augusta. Ile is pledged to Delta Tau •
Delta.
CHURCH NOTICE
Methodist Episcopal Church
March 18
Miss Elizabeth Ring will speak for tilt
Wesley Foundation Student Forum Sun-
day Evening at the Wesley House on the
subject "What My Religion Means to
Me." This will be the last Forum until
after the Easter Vacation. Luncheon and
Fellowship Hour beginning at 6 o'clock.
Forum at 6:45.
Morning and Evening Services of
Worship at 10:30 and 7:45,
the practice. She'll slay you and leave
you in the hole every time.
Yes, it is true, we are a weak and sub-
servient womanhood, but here is one ( it
the weaker sex who is giving you free
advice concerning women's R.O.T.C. Take
it or leave it!
Signed.
Just another member of the
weaker sex.
Patronize Our Advertisers
GREETINGS U. OF M.
Sat. Nite, Mar. 17
4 ' II .% T E .% I -
ST. PATRICK'S BALL
Featuring
THE GEORGIANS
DONT MISS IT
Admission 400
Notice
Fraternities-Get in touch with
Iternie 'Man- for your bands now.
Maine Bands-Available Friday
odes March and April for your
I I,mse Party
"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"
COLLEGE
MUSICAL
REVUE
\ Ito
SEPT FACTOR FRFSII
by inner haling of
CFI I OPII A NV.
If you're forced to go chorine in the inter-
ests of art, let a pipeful of BRIGGS re-
store masculine poise. BRIGGS Pipe Mix-
ture has a rare and Rabelaisian gusto
that's tempered by long aging 'tit it's ge-
nial, mellow, hiteless. When a feller needs
a friend there's no blend like BRIGGS.
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SOCIETY
HITMAN IS ELECTED
SIGMA NU PRESIDENT
At a recent meeting of z.,.igma Nu fra-
tertuty the following officers were elected
.ur the coming year: president, Carl A.
Whitman; vice-president, William D.
Slake; secretary, Robert C. Arey; and
treasurer, Donald L. Pederson
APPENDICITIS ATTACK'
Wilder Dean, who came from Milli-
socket to see the tournament, was taken
tick while staying at Balentine Hall on
Friday, March 9. She was operated on
for appendicitis at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital on Saturday afternoon.
Dr. Adams, was the physician in charge.
OFFICERS ARE ELECTED
.4T ANN UAL 4-H MEETING
The annual winter meeting of the 4-H
Club was held at the M. C. A. building, '
on Tuesday, March 6, from 7.30 until
9:30. The business of the meeting con-
sisted of the election of the following
officers: president, Chester Bachelder;
vice-president, Norman Tilt; secretary,
Margaret Young.
During the social hour, 16 variety of
games was played, and prizes were
awarded the winners. Cookies anti cakes
sere nerved for refreshments.
Mr. Shibles, the State Club Leader,
was in charge of the evening.
OUTING CLUB MEMBERS
TALK OVER HIKE PLANS
A meeting of the Maine Outing Club
was held at 3:30, Winslow, on Thursday
evening, March eighth, at 6:30. Plans
Isere discussed for the prospective over-
night hike to Little Fitz Pond on Camp
Roosevelt, which was to take place on
March 17 and 18. The hike has been
postponed, owing to the fact that the
camp has already been rented for that
week-end.
17 COUPLES ATTEND PI
PHI VICTROLA PARTY
A Pi Phi vie party was held in It:den-
tine Hall, Saturday night, March 10,
with about 17 couples attending. Re-
freshments of punch and cookies were
served, and marshmallows were toasted
over the open fire.
TENNIS CLUB HAS STAG
DANCE SATURDAY
A stag dance, sponsored by the Tennis
club, was held after the basketball tour-
nament, Saturday afternoon. The Rom-
ancers furnished the Music and the chap-
erones were Dr. and Mrs. Lutes and
Dr. George Small. Parker Frost and
Stanwood Searles, were in charge of
arrangements.
SIGMA CHI APPOINTS
FRATERNITY OFFICERS
Sigma Chi at a recent meeting, elected
the following officers for the spring sem-
ester: president. Herbert M. Roylance;
'ice-president, William P. Hinckley; sec-
retary, John C. Willey; and treasurer,
Theodore Janney.
HENDERSON ELECTED
PHI GAM PRESIDENT
At a recent meeting of Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity the following officers
were elected: president, Stanley D. Hend-
erson; treasurer, Paul J. McDonnell;
secretary. Roger W. Burke; correspond-
ing secretary, J. Stuart Sabin; and his-
torian, Richard V. Gaffney.
KAPPA PHI KAPPA HAS
LARGEST STAG DANCE
Kappa Phi Kappa, honorary educa-
tional fraternity, sponsored the largest
stag dance of the year last Friday even-
ing, when 350 people danced to the music
,4 Larry Miller's orchestra. Until quar-
ter of ten, the orchestra played to a prao-
tieally empty hall, but the rush began
when the basketball games in the gym-
were finished.
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Crawford and Nfr.andNIrs.
Ernest Jackman. The committee in
charge of the dance was Romeo Pitiless
elli, chairman. Paul Langlois, and Charles
&raffia.
(OMMITTEE NAMED FOR
OWL STAG DANCE
Plans are now under way for the an-
id Sophomore Owl stag dance, which
4111 he held on the evening of April 14,
in the gymnasium of Alumni Hall. P11.81-
dent Dana Sidelinger of the Owl society
has appointed the following committee
to take charge of the affair: Harold
Woodbury, Donald fluff, Bruno Golob-
ski, George Frame. and Robert Little-
hale.
A NN UA L DORM DANCE
TO BE FIELD SATURDAY
Freshmen will have their long awaited
f,ng on saturday night of this week when
the iinnuel freshman dormitory dance is
held in the oommons dining hall, under
Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
The event, in charge of the Numeral
Club this .f ear. is being conducted by a
committee, the members of which are:
William Ilutineeell, Harold Webb, James
Dow, Leslie Hutchins, and Shirley Par-
SOM.
Patrons and patronesses for the (idler
will be Professor and Mrs. Chester A.
Jenkins and Faculty Manager of Ath-
letics and Mrs. Theodore S. Curtis
PERSONALS
Mrs. EiStUll I'. - 1 rIgh111,, Isited :it the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house recently.
Mrs. Nlaellonough, house matron at
Lambda Chi, is expected back on cam-
pus this week.
--- -
Mrs. Sullivan, house matron at Col-
vin Hall, is still confined to the room elth
her sprained ankle.
Miss Betty Davis, spent the week-end,
at her home in Monson.
Miss Jane Chase, '35, spent the week-
end at her home in Bucksport.
Mums Laura Fitz, '34, visited Miss
Ruth Miller in Newport, over the week-
end
Miss Eleanor Grinnell, '34, spent the
week-end in Dexter, at the home of Rob-
ert Thomas, '34.
Muss Ruth Shuffled, '36, spent the
week-end at her home in Portland
Amsterdam ilP)—Rub your blue fin-
gers, you college students up in Idaho,
and shiver a bit when the sun goes under
a cloud down at Rollins, if you wish. but
neither of you knoiv a what it is to be cold--
speaking relatively.
Over here at Leyden University Dr.
W. Keesom, has succeeded in cooling a
space of ten cubic centimeters to 0.75
of a degree K. If you don't think that's
cold, listen---K is the abbreviation for the
the absolute zero, which is 401 degrees
below zero on your frau house thermome-
ter. The cold that Dr. Keesom has
created, therefore, 18 just 489 degrees
below zero as you boys and girls figure it.
Put that in your pipe and watch the
barrel crack!
ree"40.. te-hiaresas T.AwNe Lewes.,
From I he 1)ioofforol llorse-Shoe of the
Jletrolooliton Opera Ilotve
Psi. • t• 114 •. . .••• - ' .-4at sr • t ' ' •
T'•••• •• • \WC. Li ILS I 411.5 • 1 1, •
.Ist it • •• 4.7888811•1 New %trek sa alet 11. •
"rust ['share "
Winter Perk, Fla.— - An agreea-
ble surprise awaited Bernard Tenille of
France when he armed to take up his
studies at Rollins College here
Before leaving home, he ass told, by
his fnecds that he would need stilts if
he ever wanted to dance situ an Ameri-
can girl. He thought they eould all be
8‘t tall he's have to stand on a chair too—
well to soy goodnight.
Arriving, he found the girls vaned in
site, just as in Pans, and he's Iss'n en-
joying daticingsver since
Cambridge. Mass.—OPI- For the tine
time in the history of this staid old Chris-
tian institution, a Josiah rabbi is to lec-
ture to the theological students of Har-
vard University.
Dean L. Sperry (if the Har-
vard Theological School has invited
Rabbi Harry Levi of Temple Israel, Bos-
ton, to address the students for 011e seek
on religion, especially on Judaism. e hen
the new Appleton :Memorial Chatiel is
completed
_
Albany, N. Y.--(11P)—Folk whe think
all winters, not only this one, are milder
in these parts, simply have the wrong
kind of memories. according to Gustave
S. Lindgren of the United States Weather
bureau here.
He considers this winter an exception,
but he asserts that over a long period
records show no climatic change.
"When I went to college," he says,
"the daily task of breaking the ice in the
wider pitcher to wash sent chills down the
GOOD TASTE
In cigarettes. too! .`k, . making Lucky
Strikcci7arettes wou,,etllefine,t Turkish
and Dome:Aic tobaccos—and only the
weather seem cold the rest of that day
Now we have warmer houses, better
clothing and food, are more athlete. and
are not so aware of the eold "
Alen sit ii college education are IkIOr
sem shevelers, the Department of Sam-
tenon of New York reports. This is
especially true of men under thirty No
departnient has yet been foimed for snow
shoveling Suppose after such a depart-
ment It/ set up and the faculty assetubled,
a lice ano1N plOUgh IS III% tinted' lit that
cue, would not a graduate sem shoveler
be in the panic Ismit as an engineer, an
architect, is broker oi is graduate from a
business school!
Students who is ork then %to theiugh
college by waiting on table or sweeping
dormitories stand no better challie to
succeed then young men who are cod-
dled, according to the Rev. Joseph C.
Fleming. pastor of St. John's Church,
White Plains. The era of the self-made
man is ending, he told more than 5000 in
St. Patrick's Cathedral at the annual
mass for the dead members and benefact-
ors of the New York Chapter, Knights
of Columbus.
A nee nutmeg« ritual, emitting "to
obey'' and "till death do us part'' man
devised by Mrs. Rex E. Buxton at her
wedding service. The regular Metho-
dist service a as read by the minister, Mrs.
Buxton adding the tollowing words:
"Marriage is it relationship bete een two
personalities functioning bigether iii ,in-
gressive integration.
IS EVERYTHING
A la% to pre‘ent militant societies and
provoesto.e groin* from weanng thins
or uniforms that sulturb the peace, was
suggested the, a eek to certain congress-
men, following the example of Sir John
Gil, Itritiali secretary of Home Affairs
Since sir theiald Nloele) started his pri-
vate black shirt army, numerous riots
have taken phsee in England, eleven in
the first six nionthe el 1933 and twenty-
tat' ill the second half of the .%ear
Friedmann, lour been put under the
ban hs Prussia because it is non-Aryati
in ongin and at might contaminate farm-
ers' cattle Reports do not eititiW whether
cattle inoculated wit Ii die serum has...
been fenced off from the rest in el mern-
tratloti camjwi, or whether Aryan cattle
have been branded eith the swastika.
rh, protest of farmers and agricultural
schools is of no avail The order from
the Prussian Nlinistry of Agriculture also
condemns the anti-Tuberculisus League
because Heinrich M:  and Arnold
Zweig. famous novelists tipposed to the
II it hr regime. :ire members.
291,o(*) GRAD TEAciiEliS JOBLESS
(1..EVELAND. 01110, About 200,000
legally qualified teachers, most of them
college graduates, are IlOW without jobs,
aecording to Dr. George U. Zook, U. S.
('ommissi ((((( r (if Education. 'fen t
sand educational leaders beerd him speak
here and (.((iifessisl they (multi un mehing
about it
center leaves—they are the mildest, the
smoothe.t. And every Lucky is so round,
so firm, so fully packed—no loose ends.
NOT the top I  they're onder•
developed—Maui ore hank!
he Cream of the Crop
-The mildest, smoothest tohiscco-
N( (T the bottom I  they're le fret.
in mule,— mot ie one I Lio so...i!
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WINSLO VICTORIUS IN INTERSCHOLASTIL
BASKETBALL TOURNEY OVER MILO HIGH
By Burton Mullen
Phiying feat, clean. sggrtiosaVi' hast
ball, the Black Raiders .of Winslaw II
:School carried oif it hi ono rill itt the sock
boy division of the annual Maine inter-
scholastic basketball tourney last Satur-
day ICS they ran rampant over NI do) High's
game but a ran" quintet Besides sue-
eensfully defending their last year's sham-
pro airship 1t1 a 29-15 viet, ,ry , Winslow
placeI three men ion the All-Tournament
NEWSPAPER WOMAN IS
SPEAKER AT Y. W. TEA
---
Mrs. James Itlittemore, Bangor riea ',-
paper correspondent, was the guest
speaker at a V. W. C. A. volcanisms, tea
in Balentine south parlor last Thurwlay
for a orrien students reterested In jour-
nalism Speaking from the standpoint
of a aoman newspaper corresponohad,
tesIT1 NIrs. ‘Vhittemoore presented many eon-
In the prep school ranks, Kent's 11111 struct lee aug,gestrnna to would-be re-
emerged victorious with a 41-21 win over portent, illustrating her theory with in-
Coburn Classical Institute. terestmg anecdotes.
Inspired by the ardent cheering of its The table decorations were bowls of
oser-loyal cohort of hoonte-town rooters, orange calendulats Alice Dyer and June
Milo High set a terrific pare in the first Wheeler [soured. Cynthia Waagatt,
few minutes after the opening gun. Match- Women's News Editor of the Campas fts. or Raymond Moky.
ing the Milo team stride for Wilde. Wino' introduced the speaker. Muriel Covell I love tranquil solitude
low opened the scoring with successive , was in charge of arrangements. And such society
baskets by Turlo and "Poker Face Joe" This was the last of a series of three As is quiet, wise and good. -Shelley.
Savasuk. Webb for Milo, and Poulin vocational teas, the find pre/wilting Mitts
for Winslow each converted a free try, Barbara Munson of the Yale :School of
as the opening period of the champion- Nursing, held at Balentme Hall, Friday,
ship contest finished with Winslow in the February 23, arid the second, on library
lead, 5-1. service, presenting Mien Mary Reed of
The second period saw Milo at its best, the University library. These teas; were
but it was a defensive best. Thre • points planned by Mims Dorothy Romero, chair-
only were tallied, as Arsenault of Wins- I man of the Y. W. C. A. committee on
low tossed through a two-pointer, while vocations, in conjunction with Miss
Wilson of Milo added one point to his Elizabeth Ring, Y. W. C. A. secretary 
team's total on a foul shot.
Tired out by the stiff competition of
the raid two days, in which the Milo
quintet had not used a single substitute,
the Piacataquis team broke. From this Miss Evelyn Brown visited at the Phi
time on the majority of the play centered Kappa Sigma house over the week-end.
under the Milo basket. At the end of
the third period, Winslow had increased
its lead to) a 17-5 margin. Joe navasuk,
by far the outstanding player of the en-
tire tourney, sa whed four more shots
through the hoop in the last canto, with
his team-mates, Arsenault and Turlo,
Famous Remarks
PERSONALS
---
Atheism is of two types. tbeokigical
And moral. Of the two types, the second
named is far the more dangerous-Dr.
The.st,rt treda
- - -
Urn afraid there's no charter ;Ouch
sauld he devised by the wit of man which
nould prevent a fool and his money being
parted. -Nia "le y
Who first invented work, and bound
the free
And holiday-rejoicing spirit doe, n
"jo that drudgery at the &IA's (lead
wi gar
Subleithlem Satan!--ella irks Lamb.
- -
Tins agitation to get the vote out is the
most inaiduous thing I've ever heard.
There really should be an effort to) divert
people's attention from the polls.---Pro-
We shall not die in the same world in
which we are now living-President Gates,
University of Pennsylvania.
"My mother says I must not pass
Too near that girths;
She is afraid that I will see
A little witch that looks like me,
With a red mouth to whisper low
The very thing I should not know."-
aoarah Morgan Br yard Pion.
Even in the West, people can be mis-
taught.-Mahaiitio Gandhi.
Shun snobbery; do not feel superior to
Clarence Wadsworth has returned to pet-suns who have not attended college.-
the campus after a business trip to Yale Dean ilas"kes of coloffibio.
University in New Haven.
I know everything except myself.-
Miss Vera Hobson was a recent visitor Francsis rain-
at the Phi Kappa Sigma house. •
contributing one apiece, to end the game Fear of nature as an instrument of
29-15. Alfred Worcester visited with his pars . divine wrath has given way to a new
As Savasuk left the court with three Ws at their home in Southwest Harbor ifear-that of the complex mechanism of
minutes to play in the last period, he re- over the week-end. modern life.-Dr. L. Lockhart.
ceived a lengthy ovation from 2000 spec- 
 --
tators. Throughout the entire play, Most people try everything when they
his uncannily accurate shooting, and the are young except moderation-B. D.
grace and ease of his motions on the floor. Montague.
more than justified his selection as an
All-Tournament forward.
Presque Isle's rangy delegation gave
Winslow its hardest tight for the cham-
pionship berth in one of the semi-final
games (lithe tourney played Friday night.
Favored by some to come out on top,
and take permanent possession of the
huge silver cup, emblematic of victory,
the Aroostook boys put up a gallant fight
against the Raiders, but went down to
defeat before the smoothly functioning
Winslow machine.
In the final game of the preparatory
school division, Kent's Hill continued
its cool, deliberate, style of attack, thrust-
ing aside Coburn Classical's scoring at-
tempts in a 41-21 victory which was
never in doubt.
Playing slowly but surely, the Hill-
toppers rolled up an eight point lead in
the first quarter. Coburn rallied in the
second to cut the lead down to six points
at the half. In the last two periods, how-
ever, Kent's Hill opened up a spectacular
scoring spree, and led by their red-headed
captain, Hardy, and Charlie Rowe. sub-
stitute forward, the champion quintet
flashed their way through the Coburn
ranks too :imam 27 more points before
the final ;shook.
Captain Hardy, the Kent's 11111 cen-
ter, excelled all tither prep school play-
ers, in hall handling and shooting. The
former Medford High athlete seemed to
be everywhere on the court at once. Time
after time he recovered Coburn rebounds
under his own basket to dribble the length
of the floor and sink one hand push shots.
Mormon Iligh'e defeat in its semi-final
match with Milo was not due to lack of a
cheering section, for the loyal home town
fans not only came up en manse, but
lorought along a twenty four iseee brass '
band, which made up in volume what it
lacked in tonid qualities.
Maas production In simply production
for the massee.-Eduard .4. Fame.
In France, political principles are DA
varied as a restaurant bill of fare -
roc.
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL
..•0•41 n
; qs-t-srto
bniech or '
its ob!Sra:
sad t. totirt,
supenst osmotic
COOtst s'en sot vsnttts who mre,
nivel in a career in Oa ftekl of work may
+plain • p-s•s,l‘s tar
leireasme
Ma'am M. hs Pons. !IPA D., bees
Tales Collor" newel Ccesei
14 Hostiattass Aso Sestets Meet
THE NEW
DENTISTRY
4 rhat• of P,sresstice 14,6, m•
College Man find in it unusual
opportunities for s darter
Tice Harvard University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
profession.
A "CUM A" Smoot.
Write ter esswhis•
if=
-
Warren Pratt represented the local
chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha at the ban-
quet of the Boston University chapter
recently.
Charles H. fitinchfield '36, is confined
to the Eastern Maine General Holmdel.
henry B. Gallison '35, spent the week-
end visiting at his home in Hancock Point,
Lyndon 0. Mayers, '33, of Hallowell,
visited at the Lambda Chi Alpha house,
over the week-end.
Earle R. (Jowell, '30, visited at the
S. A. E. house and officiated at the Bos-
ton College track meet Saturday.
Paul Wheeler, was a visitor at the Sigma
Chi house over the past week-end
George Warren, ex-'34, of I)over-Fox-
croft, visited at the Sigma Chi house
Saturday.
--- -
Kenneth E. Pullen, ex-'34, visited at
the Sigma Nu house over the week-end.
Gossip must often have been likened
to the winged insects bearing pollen to
the flowers; it fertilizes many a vacuous
reverie.-George Meredith.
Whatever the politics of a country may
he, the machine is a communist-Louis
If a rejord.
--- -
Can there be a more horrible object in
existence than an eloquent man ina speak-
ing the truth?-Carly/e.
Religion without the supernatural ceases
to be religion,-Bishop Manning.
My life is like a stroll upon the beach,
As near the water's edge as I can go.-
henry 1). Pascals
It is entirely possible a "racketeer king"
may arise in a few years and control the
business; of the country -Rosalie Loci('
111.1.itney.
3 WINSLOW MEN MAKE
ALL TOURNAMENT TEAM
For the second consecutive year, Joe
Savaauk, spectacular Winslow high school
ft in% ard. and " Don.' M ac M iliac flaishly
Steams high guard, were named on the
All Tourney team, which wars chosen by a
I committee at the eomplet ear of the final
games Saturday afternoon
Along v, it h Stivasuk, Witiul, a plaosed
two other players on the all team, namely,
Arsenault and 'Furl" Arsenault was
easily the Iltit21, ant hug offeesive player
in the niurney and Turlo's consistent
playing at lii. es-titer berth earned lam :t
ISOM t 1011.
White of Presque Isle, the other guard,
starred in both games for the up state
team, continually bringing the ball down
the court and feeding it to hut forwards.
Kent's- Hill Seminary placed three mem-
on the all tourney team in the prep divis-
ion. Captain Law Haroly, tall, sharp
shooting center, around whom both the
offensive and defensive attacks oil the
Reathield team eenten-ol was an unani-
mous choiee of the judges for the center
berth. Chalmers, of Kents Hill foal
Buckley of Bridgton carried off the for-
ward honors and Goodman of Kents Hill
and Elliot oof Hebron were picked as the
outstanding guards.
ONE YEAR AGO
Gkatoli from the files of th, Maine Cam-
pus of March 16, 1933.
The Masque presents Anton Tehekov'e
"Uncle Vanya" this evening in the uni-
versity chapel. With this performa.ncei
whieh marks the third offering of the cur-
rent season, the Maine dramatic society
is producing a Russian play for the first
time in its history.
-----
The University of Maine men's de-
bating team won an unanimous decision
Tuesday night in Alumni Hall when they
defeated the New York University team
on the question concerning commercial
advertising.
-
Four dual meet records were shattered
and one was tied as the University of
Maine track team overwhelmed Bates
781 to 381 at the indoor gymnasium Sat-
urday evening as the pale blue cohorts
garnered their fifth consecutive win from
Bates.
Eleven seniors and two juniors were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa on Tuesday
of this week according to an announce-
ment this morning by Dr. Roy M. Peter-
son, president of the local chapter.
Twenty-one aspirants for positions on
the 1933 baseball squad answered Coach
Fred Brice's call for infielders at the in-
door field Tuesday afternoon. Candi-
dates for outfield positions reported last
night.
Samuel Bachrach won the heavyweight
boxing championship of the school on a
judge's decision over Gil Richardson in
the finals of the annual intramural box-
ing tournament held last Saturday after-
noon in the armory.
the stock-end on campus
Snoopm by request Hal HaLl, a former member of the clisii.
°mesa F i , et and Barbara Mee, seem of 1934, was a week
-end guest at the Beta
to spend Sunday afternoons in Bangor- house
They say they spend a--musical hour-
but we hear there's a blond male in the
picture
Miss Barbara Stover, '37, spent the
eek-end at her home in Bangor
Ted Ladd and John Carle of Rockland,
were guests at the Beta house over Oa
week-end
NOTICE
Copies of the 1934 Prism may be se
John Niyisicon from Waterville, spent cured at one dollar each from Mr. Pierce
office in Alumni Hall.
40.
They pick you up
every 50 miles
Without vacuum tubes, Long Distance tele-
phony would hardly be possible. But with these
little tubes placed in "repeaters" or amplifiers at 50
mile intervals along the line-even a whisper carries
from coast to coast!
With many tubes used in tandem, individual per-
formance must be ahno5t perfect-or cumulative
distortion would render speech unintelligible. That
today's Long Distance connections are so reliable
and clear, is a tribute to the skill used in making
Western Electric tubes.
Manufacturing nearly all Bell System apparatus,
Western Electric contributes much to the quality
of telephone service.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
 I WHY NOT TARES A TRIP HOME BY TELEPHONIIP
-TONIGHT AT HALAL PAST EIGHT
THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES
MORNINGI
"KETENSHI°E 1:Y N RVES.NON, EVER
QUALIFIED*C 
NDT 
 
ST. 
NIGHT.
ANGLE 
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
YOU CAN SMOKE THEM STEADILY... BECAUSE THEY
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES ... NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE !
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Iklinett, Wilma. The Student Library
Assi-tant. 020.7 B439
,..lorus of Sicily, with an English
Mon by C. H. Oldfather, Vol. 1.
Library) 888.9 13021 VI.
: agin, N. Brython. Willian Bartrani.
•.reter of the American Landscape.
_ 
0286f.
hrici, Arthur T. The Biology of
}•,...ria. 589.95 11394b
1i,nry, Stuart. French Essays and
:::es. 840.4 H396
Hieronymus, Saint. Select Letters of
st jerome, with an English Translation
• , A. Wright. (Loeb Library)
4 H533
International Labor Office, Geneva. Na-
nal Recovery Measures in the United
States. 330.973 In8
Kemmerer, Edwin W. Kemmerer on
Money. 332.4 K3I7
McAlpine, R. K., & Soule, B. A. Quali-
tative Chemical Analysis. 544 M117
New York Metropolitan Museum of
Art. The Daily Life of the Greeks and
' ;mans. 913.38 N48
Empiricus. Outlines of Pyrr-
Hni-in. V. 1 186.1 Se92 v. 1
si)11E MODERN POETS
I.eunie. High Falcon.
-:1.3 Ad19
Campbell, Roy. Adamastor.
:1.91 C153
Coffin, Robert P. T. Ballads of Square
Toed Americans. 811.5 C654 Maine Root: •
Crane, Harold Hart. Collected Poem- •
SII.5 C85 
•
•
Frost. Frances. These Acres. 811.5 F921, •
Gibran, Kahlil. The Earth Gods. II 251
s11.5 G357 • toX
Hard. Walter R. Salt of Vermont. 
• 5
S11.5 H216 •
'
Housman. A. F. Last Poems. • 
oclock
S21.91 H8I8 •
Jeffers, Robinson. Give Your Heart to
the Hawks. 811.5 J2559 a
Thurso's Landing. 811.5 J355t •
Leonard. William Fiery. A Son of la
Earth. 811.5 L555s
Two Lives. 811.5 L555
MacLeish, Archibald. Conquistador. •
s11.5 M225
Poems. 1924-1933. 811.5 M225p
Mullens, Helene. Earthbound. •
M918e
•er. Alan. The Signature of Pain
P833
R-hinson, Selma. City Child. 811.5 R567
Rowley, Richard. Selected Poems.
s11.5 R797
Scott, Geoffrey. Poems. 821.91 Sco84
Snow, Wilbert. Down East.
s11.5 Snold Maine Room
Stephens, James. Strict Joy.
s21.91 St44s
Tate. Allen. Poems. 1928-1931.
s11.5 T188
Van Doren, Mark. Jonathan Gentry.
:11.5 V287
Weaver. John J. A. In American.
s11.5 W379i
Wylie. Elinor. Collected Poems.
S11.5 W978
SCIENCE IN THE WORLD TODAY
(Science Booklist No. 1)
Caldwell. 0. W.. & Slossm. F.. E.. eds.
`...ctice Remaking the World. 1923.
514 C12
Thonison, Sir J. A., ed. The Outline
I ••••,•ience. 1922. 502 T384
ewman. II. H.. ed. The Nature of
!'•e World and of Man. 573 N4o
Huxley. T. If. Essays. 1929. 504 H98
Ginzburg, Benjamin. The Adventure
Science. 1930. 509.2 G435
Millikan. R. A. Science and the New
r•vilization. 1930. 504 111623
NUT): M. 1. The New Reformation.
1927. 530.9 P969
icveland. F. A., ed. Modern Scientific
1-•!,.twledge. 1929. 508 C599
\nnual Repiirt of the Smithsonian histi-
t•!t!on. 1931. 506 Sin6
Slosson, E. E. Creative Chemistry-.
660.9 SI,56a
Lratte, Sir Wm. H. Concerning the
Quaker Stages
How are you going to Boston
this vacation?
Luxurious Pierce-Arrow
1,intottsines
See Abe Stern for reservations
TRY SOME OF OUR
POPULAR PRICED
CANDIES
\...0 %sill always find them fresh
and we are receiving new kinds
f very week.
PARK'S
31-37 Mill St. Orono
Nature of Things. 1925. 530.4 13731
Jeans, Sir J. H. The :Mysterious Uni-
verse. 1932. 523.1 J34orn
Eddington, Sir A. A. The Nature of
the Physical World. 1928. 530.4 Ed23ni
Jannings. H. A. Biological Basis of
Human Nature. 1930. 575 J446
Wells, H. G.. Huxley, J. S., and Wells.
G. P. The Science of Life. 1930.
570 W4(.3 2v.
Comstock. Mrs. A. It. Handbook of
Nature Study for .Teachers and Parents.
1929. 507 C73a
Caldwell, 0. W., & Curtis, G. F. D.
Introduction to Science. 1929. 501 C127
THE, HISTORY OF SCIENCE
(Science Booklist No. 2) •
Mayer, Joseph. The Seven Seals of
Science. 19.27. 509 M45
Sedgwick. \V. T. A Short History of
Science. 1927. 509 Se28
Harvey-Gibson. R. J. Two Thousand
Years tif Science. 1931. 509 H262a
Dampier-Whethan. W. C. D. A His-
tory of Science and its Relations with
Philosophy and Religion. 1930. 509 1)188
Drachman. J. M. Studies in the Litera-
ture of Natural Science. 1930. 509 1)781
Jordan, D. S.. ed. I.eading American
Men of Science. 1910. 925.73 J762
Gibson, C. R. Heroes of the Scientific
World. 1926. 509.2 G357
History of Science Society. Sir Isaac
Newton. 1928. 520.9 N48h
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Hart, 1. B. Makers of Science. 1923.
509.2 H252
Jaffe, Bernard. Crucibles; the 1.is•
and Achievements of the Great Ch4r,ists
1930 540 92 318
"Both Your Houses" Is Masque
Success; To Be Staged Again
onitnued from l'ab;(
serves praise is Forrest Morton. A re-
cruit to the Masque, this man showed tut- ,
usual dramatic potentialities. His inter
pretation of Simeon Gray, a politi
whose reputation is perhaps shad)-
. not sufficiently corrupt to be consitl.
ilanerous, was especially cominen;:.
There was a certain quality of
contempt toward his political rivals tt;..•
was admirably brought out. He assi•t•
tremendtusly in maintaining the temp
; the play and, e‘erything considered, c
; rather a remarkable portrayal.
Margaret Snow. as Bus, was rat
; efficient and gave a refreshing perfor
ance, but her part offered few possibil,-
ior dramatic domination as was the •
of Alfred Sweeney. Sweeney se
pressive as a confident, defiant ;
scavenger.
, The cast: Marjorie Gray. Helen Buts ,
' Pus, Margaret Snow; Eddie Wister.
rummum.•••••••.•.••••..manims‘
•
BANGOR •
•
•
•
•
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 OPERA HOUSE
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
1 leld Over--2 Extra Day
So All Can See This Grand Picturk
Clark Gable-Claudette Colbert in
The Outstanding Hit of 1934. By All Means See It !
Mon., Tues., Wed.
"Man of Two Worlds1
with Francis Lederer
Special .\11 Short Subjects Show Sat. !Morning, 10 o'clock
f red Sit erney ; Sol, moo Fitz maur icr
Mark Bailey; Mark, Francis Morons;
-mew Gray, Forest Morton; Levering.
\V•Iliam Whiting ; Merton, Ketmeth
ash; Dell, Francis Lord; Sneden. Paul
W•aid; Miss McMurty. Bettina Sullivan
\\ ingblatt, Almon C••••1••-r Perble•.
ham Manning ; Farimm, Rohcrt I as crt) .
than McClean. Hershel 11i r r.
Earl Brown.
personally express my apprecia-
tion of your effort toward keeping
Granger fresh till used, "writes Mr.
H. S. Gray of Wilmington, Del.,
locomotive engineer on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad. He says:
"Having opened the package
it can be opened and closed re-
peatedly,without excessive fray-
ing of the edges, assuring that
the tobacco can he kept free
from moisture and dust.
"I have heard several other
locomotive engineers comment
very favorably on the new wrap-
per. I personally express my ap-
preciation of your effort toward
keeping Grangerfresh till used."
Alumni Consider Placesnunt
Service
(Continued from Pose Oise)
twern 41ie two (troops.'
For some time there has been more
less discussion about the possibility
'tie hl a servicein the campus. The thr
of this conuptitte.e ire tirst, to gory t.
ithok Phwutuit 4iroblents ts eterin
. • ..
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
Send them subscriptions to
1r ±i1tattw Tampas
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in N.w England
The only college paper in the bast that presents tunes by radio
Listen to the Maine Compas radio broadcast every Friday
at 7:00 o'clock over WI.BZ
whether or not there is need for a Place-
- Men t Service at the 1.-ni‘ersity and if
making rectinuttendation for the establish-
ment of such a service, to suggest how it
' fright best be organized and conducted
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
Feb. IS
"EASY TO LOVE"
with Adolphe Menjou and
Genevieve Tobin.
Here's a comedy worth seeing
Fri.. Feb. 16
"GOING HOLLYWOOD"
with Marion Davies and
Bing Crosby.
A Musical Comedy
Sat.. Feb. 17
Big Double Feature Program
Matinee at 2 P.M.
"WALLS OF GOLD"
and "SMOKY"
Two excellent pictures
Also Chapter 0 serial
"THREE MUSKETEERS-
Mom, Mar. 19
"MANDALAY"
1 Warner Bros. Picture starring
Kay Francis and Ricardo Cortez
Tues., March 20
Another Double Feature Program
"LADY KILLER"
with James Cawley, Raymond
Hatton and Mae Clark.
also
"OLSEN'S BIG MOMENT"
ill anueonu comedy with El Brett.
Wed., March 21
Tiso for one on Wed. night
Paramount presents
"NO MORE WOMEN"
with Victor NlacLaglen, Minn,
Gimbel! and Edmund Lowe
Thurs., March 22
Metro itt. •
"THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN"
is ills Lionel Barrymore. Mae Clark
and Una Merkel
A story you'll like
Fri., March 23
"FEMALE"
with Ruth Chatterton and
George Brent
All set! Engineer
Gray at the throttle
of one of the big
"Class All" engines
of the P. R. R.
the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
fias seem to liAe
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STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 'FOUR MAINE ALUMNI PASS DIAMOND CREW GETSWASHINGTON BAR EXAMS
2 o'clock
High school basketball in the
State of Maine will reach its climax
on Saturday afternoon of this week
when Lewiston High. winner of the
Bates tournament, meets Winslow
High, winner of the Maine tourna-
ment. in the new Memorial Gymna-
sium on Saturday afternoon of this
week at three o'clock.
That high grade basketball will be ex-
hibited in this contest is not doubted, for
both teams have shown already this year
that they are capable of great feats on
the basketball court. Winslow High came
through the Maine tournament last week
without being placed in serious danger
(once. In the final game last Saturday
the Black Raiders found themselves fac-
ing a snappy little team from Milo, that
played hard and clean until the final gun,
and never gave Winslow an inch that last
year's state champs did not earn. But
the inexperience of tournament play
showed up on the part of the well sup-
ported Milo team, and Winslow came out
on top by a fourteen point margin, 29-15.
Lewiston sailed through the Bates
tournament last week to take the well
trained and hard fighting team from South
Portland in the final game, after playing
the purple outfit from Deering High.
When the Lewiston team played the Maine
freshmen here in February the pale blue
team squeezed out a victory 22-19. only
through the last minute baskets scored by
Tapley. So both teams are rated as state
championship timber. and the speculation
as to which will leave the floor Saturday
afternoon with the basketball champion-
ship of the State of Maine in its posses-
sion is now high, though the Black Raid-
ers from \Vinslow seem to be favored to
repeat their last year's success.
Coach Mansfield's Winslow team is
becoming well known at Maine for their
performance here during the last three
years. and the Winslow team has already
played four games on the new gymnasium
floor, whereas the Lewison hoop cluster
has played on the new gym floor only
once.
Ni doubt Winslow's All Tournament
players, Joe Savasuk, Turin. and Arse-
nault, will hear watching during the cham-
pionship game, as well as the other num-
bers of the team who were considered for
All Maine selection. Lewiston also has
its cluster of stars who will attract a large
crowd to the game Saturday afternoon.
Banulis and Stasulis are a pair that will
give the Black Raiders plenty of trouble.
and will do everything they can to see
that the bacon goes to the more northern
of the Twin Cities, rather than to their
nelgh!. to the north. Winslow.
VARSITY RIFLERS PLACE
FIFTH, CORPS AREA MATCH
The University oi Nlaine Varsity rifle
team took a filth place in the Corps Area
Match, according to a notice received here
Monday from the headquarters of the First
Corps Area.
Competing with colleges and universi-
ties located in New England, the Maine
team totaled 7407. The University of
Vermont placed first scoring 7599 points.
University of Vermont 7599
University f New Hampshire 7473
Massachusetts Institute of Tech. 74.36
Rhode Island State College 7412
University of Maine 7407
Connecticut State College 7337
Norwich University 7236
Yale University 7186
Massachusetts State College 6936
Boston University 6157
I Poetic License Mame 345s x
I sit here thinking of the man
Who advised me to go to college;
Ti, go ahead and get things done.
Ti fill my head with knowledge.
You all know this man,
lie was just the one
That wished he had the chance.
When he was young.
If he knew how hard we work.
To make a professor slip.
To make ham answer a question -
Getting the answer bit by hit
Now on cUr bratli If Ul campus
The snow is hut three feet deep.
Winter must be over
Because snow has turned to sleet.
Maine's the place for winter sports.
tis nothing short of folly.
'Cause when there is a sleigh ride.
They take it on the trolley.
0 what could be more romantic,
Through the depths of Maine's tall pines.
Than having an Id fashioned sleigh ride
On the Bangor-Old Town line.
The old time panics are reviving.
The box parties, dances and tunes.
Say, let's have a strawberry festival
And everyone bring prunes.
John F Averill '37 who has been ill for
a week is able to be about again.
Maybe Pale Blue track rooters through-
out the state and rabid Maine alumni in
New England didn't receive a pleasant
shock of surprise Sunday morning when
they turned to the sport pages of the news-
papers and learned that a well balanced
Maine team had taken the Boston College
outfit, New England outdoor champs for
the past two seasons, over the bumps in
a thrilling dual meet by thirty-five points.
We take pride in doffing our one and only
chapeau to the Maine team and Chester
Jenkins, the maestro of the Pale Blue
tracksters.
If ever there was a versatile athlete
sporting the colors of Maine, this Don Fa-
vor certainly takes the cake. Not only
has he starred for the Pale Blue on the
gridiron and can more than take care of
his own on the basketball court, but he
is one of the best men ever to represent
the Stein Song institution in track. His
specialty is the hammer and spectators
were afforded the opportunity Saturday
evening of witnessing the -Blond Viking"
make the best heave of his career in the
35 pound weight. It was in' his second
throw that he tossed the hammer beyond
the running broadjump pit for a distance
of 53 feet, 3 3-4 inches to shatter his own
mark created a year ago in the duel with
Bates by over two feet.
• • • • • •
But his work for the evening was not
over, even though be had copped first
place in the discus throw in the afternoon.
for he entered the pole vault and pro-
ceeded to chalk up another five points for
Maine by leaping over the bar at 11 feet.
Incidentally, he just missed doing 11 feet
6 inches by a hair. Seldom is the case
when you have a trackster tipping the
wales at 170 pounds and being able to leap
the height in the pole vault attained by
McCollom '30, Murphy '30, Powell
'29, and Smith '28 Admitted to
District of Columbia Bar
In a recent examination for admission
to the Bar in Washington, D. C.. the fol-
lowing Alumni of the University of
Maine were among the successful ones to
pass the exam : Lloyd McCollum '30;
Maxwell K. Murphy '30; Harold N.
Powell '29; Arthur A. Smith '28. Only
50% of those who took the exam passed.
McCollum. Murphy. and Smith took
the course in Electrical Engineering while
at Maine, and Powell majored in Chem-
ical Engineering. All the men were ac-
tive in the various organizations during
their undergraduate years, and Powell was
the most outstanding oi the four.
He played on the freshman football and
basketball teams, and he won his letter
in varsity football. He was a Sophomore
Owl and a member of Tau Beta Pi.
With the resumption of baseball prac-
tice thls week, Coach Fred Brice is driv-
ing his candidates at full speed so that by
the time outdoor practice is possible he
will have a good idea concerning the ma-
terial on hand for a first string nine. The
infield problem is still the most trouble-
some confronting the coach, and different
combination are being experimented with
in an effort to determine the smoothest
working cluster.
Coach Brice's other worry is his pitch-
ing staff which was not any too strong
a year ago, and which is still further r1 ,!-
dled by graduation. Win Hoyt, dim:,
tive right-hander. is the sole tried qua::-
of all the 14 moundsmen who ha vt' TECHNOLOGY TO START
reported for practice. From last ye,,
freshman nine the coach has Gene Waloo SERIES OF BROADCASTS
Icy. Bruno Golobski. and Ken Alley, a .
trio of pitchers who saw regular service
Favor. One of the rare examples was While under Bill Kenyon's tutelage. ‘Vake-
the former University of Pennsylvania ley and Golobski are righthanders, while
brilliant trackman, Barney Berlinger, who Alley is a southpaw. The first two of
weighed over 200 pounds and jumped more the trio depend on a fast ball with an as-
than 12 feet sortment of curves, while Alley has a.
baffling change of pace which, with the
Ken Black's run in the WO was also addition of control, should cause more
worthy of honorable mention as this mem-
ber of the famous twins broke the tape
the winner in I minute, 13 seconds, to set
up a new indoor mark. A few years ago,
Wakeley of Bates ran the event in 1 sec-
ond slower and it was believed that his
time would stand for years and years to
come. In overtaking Dana Smith of Bos-
ton College in the homestretch and lead-
ing him to the finish line by two yards,
Ken defeated one of the leading runners in
New England.
After a somewhat fair season on the
cinder paths last season. Maurice "Gram-
py" Goddard has finally come into his
own in the high hurdles and he can now be
classed with the best timber toppers in
New England. The tall Portland youth
ran a beautiful race in the 45 yard high
hurdles to upset Neal Holland of Boston
College, who is considered an excellent
hurdler, and tie the existing indoor rec-
ord of 6 seconds. Goddard turned in the
same trick in the Maine-Bates duel a
week ago Saturday when he was clocked
in 6 seconds flat to tie the mark for the
Bates' gym.
Not like
others..
el,,4 rmArr,s, urn, Th,ai'i-o CZA.
than one Maine opponent to go down
swinging. Other mound candidates in-
clude Swank Osgood, Norm Gray, and
Don McCann, the only other southpaw
on the squad besides Alley. Osgood and
Gray were members of the varsity squad
last year but did not see service in any
intercollegiate tilts. Stan Henderson, a
substitute outfielder a year ago, is direct-
ing his talents towards pitching this year.
Ile showed promise as a hurler two years
ago when he took his turn on the slab for
Bill Kenyon's freshman nine.
The outfield candidates are going
through long batting sessions daily which
is the only form of practice other than
limbering up their arms that they can do
until the snow leaves the surface of Alum-
ni field.
GIRLS END HOOP SEASON
WITH SATURDAY GAMES
The girls' basketball season was brought
to a close Saturday morning when the
Freshman team defeated the Seniors 47-12
and the Juniors downed the Sophomores to
the tune of 40-6.
Checker enthusiasts at the M.
C.A. building are planning a tourn-
ament in their favorite sport. All
entries, according to an announce-
ment on the bulletin board in the
M.C.A. building, must be in by
March 20. The announcement
further states that prizes of unusual
interest and drawing power will
be offered.
First prize will be one million
triply unendorsed German marks,
second prize will be one Greek
drachma (not a play), and third
prize is announced as being sur-
prise.
Beginning Tuesday. March 20, a series
of radio broadcasts over station WLBZ
in Bangor are to be offered by various
members of the faculty of the College of
Technology of the University.
The schedule of broadcasts is as fol-
lows:
March 20 The Modern Home—Miss
Gertrude Ebberson, Special Lecturer in
the Civil Engineering Department.
March 27 Heating and Ventilation in
the Home—Professor H. I). Watson,
Mechanical Engineering Department.
April 3 Pure Water Supply—Professor
E. IL Sprague, Civil Engineering De-
partment.
April 10 Highway Lighting—Professor
\V. E. Barrows, Electrical Engineering
Department.
April 17 Manufacture of Pulp and Pa-
per in Maine—Professor C. A. Brautlecht,
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering De-
partment.
The women's debating team of the
University of Maine will leave the campus
Thursday, March 22, on a debating tour
through New England. The women who
will represent Maine on the tour are Ruth
Valenta, Alice Stewart. and Celia Cohen.
They will he accompanied by Miss Wilson.
The schedule of debates is as follows:
March 22 Boston University at Boston
March 27 Pembroke College at Provi-
Gilbert Bucknarn, of Dexter, was elect-
ed honorary captain of the freshman bas-
ketball team at a meeting of the numeral-
men this week. Bucknam starred for the
frosh at guard all season both defensively
and offensively. His fine work under the
basket kept Maine's opponents' goals at a
minimum, while his accurate shooting
kept his teammates in the running in
several close battles.
Bucknam Wayed the greater part of
every contest on the freshman schedule
this year, and his fine work was re-
warded with the honorary captaincy. He
is pledged to Beta Theta Pi.
ROY MONROE IS ALPHA CHI
SIGMA DELEGATE TO IND,
Roy H. Monroe '35, was recently elect-
ed to represent the Xi chapter of the hon-
orary chemical fraternity, Alpha Chi Sig-
ma, at their annual conclave to be held
June 12-16 at Bloomington, Indiana.
Besides his membership in Alpha Chi
Sigma. Monroe belongs to the musical
fraternity, Delta Pi Kappa, and is a mem-
ber of the band. He has also been active
for the past two years as Assistant Man-
ager of track and basketball.
PROFESSOR CLELLAND IS
SPEAKER, LENTEN SERVICE
Frank W. Clelland. professor at the
Bangor Theological Seminary, was the
speaker at the fourth Lenten Service, held
yesterday in the Little Theatre. The
service was preceded by a fifteen minute
piano recital by Lionel Desjardins. Shir-
ley and Stanley Young, violinists, were
included in the musical part of the pro-
gram.
The committee announces that Dean
Muilenburg, of the College of Arts and
Sciences. will speak at the last Lenten
Service. next NVednesday. March 21, a•
the Little Theatre at 4.00 p.m.
dence
March 28 University of New Hampshire
at Durham
The subject of the debate at each col-
lege is to be: Resolved, That the essential
features of the British system of radio
control should be adopted by the United
States.
reil so..
you can sac
Cheste0elds are
i"lot Ne other.i
NO two people in the world lookalike ... act alike. So it is with
tobacco ... just like folks.
No two leaves are the same.
And it's the same with cigarettes...
no two brands are alike.
Furthermore, not only are the to-
baccos different, but the way the to-
baccos are handled is different.
This, you can understand.
You know just as well as we do
that no two manufacturers use the
same kinds of tobaccos, or blend them
or cross-blend them or weld them
together in the same manner.
We do everything that science
knows and that money can buy to
make CHESTERFIELD as good a
cigarette as can be made.
We hope you like them. They are
"not like others."
the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
()Awl Stag
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Night
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